CDST5000-F
5 TONNE CABLE DRUM STAND - BOLTED TOGETHER VERSION
FORKED BASE

DESCRIPTION:

5 TONNE CABLE DRUM STAND SPECIFICATIONS

- TYPE (BOLTED OR WELDED): BOLTED
- MAXIMUM CAPACITY: 5,000 kg
- SUITS DRUM WIDTHS: 400 - 900 mm
- MAXIMUM DRUM DIAMETER: 2,050 mm
- SPINDLE DIAMETER: 80 mm
- FIT DRUM CORE SIZES: 95-120 mm
- TYPE OF BASE (STD/FORKED): FORKED BASE
- BRAKE FITTED: NO (OPTIONAL)
- WIDTH: 1,850 mm
- LENGTH: 1,669 mm
- HEIGHT TO CL SHAFT: 1,365 mm
- WEIGHT: 670 kg